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Background

Visual programming environments such as Scratch [1] and Karel [2] are used nowadays to introduce programming concepts to beginners. In this context, it is important to be able to generate new tasks [3, 4] as well as
synthesize solution codes for any given task [5, 6]. In this project, we focus on the problem of automatically
synthesizing solution codes for visual programming tasks [5, 6]. Next, we describe the elements of a Karel
programming task.
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Figure 1: A typical programming task from the Karel environment. C is the solution code of task T . The
structure of code C includes a While loop with a nested If.
Description of visual Karel tasks (T ): The visual task in Karel comprises of a Pre-grid and a Post-grid (see
visual grids in Fig.1a). The elements of a grid are:
• AVATAR: A Karel AVATAR is characterized by it’s current location and orientation. It’s orientation can be
one of {N ORTH , E AST S OUTH , W EST} and it’s location can be any of cells of a grid. The blue dart in
Fig.1a depicts the location and orientation of the AVATAR.
• M ARKER: These are represented as the yellow diamonds in Fig.1a. The AVATAR can pick M ARKERS from
cells or put M ARKERS in them.
• WALL: These are the grey cells in Fig.1a. These cells cannot be accessed by the AVATAR.
• E MPTY GRID CELL: These are the free white cells in Fig.1a. The AVATAR can freely move about these cells.
Solution code (C): The solution code of the visual task, when executed, transforms the Pre-grid to the
Post-grid. The codes are based on the Karel programming language. This language includes different
programming structures such as While, Repeat, If, Else, etc. The Boolean conditionals can take values
such as pathAhead, marker, noMarker, etc. And finally, the language includes basic action blocks such
as move, turnLeft, turnRight, pickMarker, and putMarker. The solution codes using these structures can
be made as complex as desired.
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Project Details

Automatically synthesizing solution codes for arbitrary Karel tasks is challenging (see [5, 6]). In this project,
we consider “simple” Karel tasks whose solution codes only use basic actions blocks as described below.

2.1

Objective

The objective of this project is to synthesize solution codes for simple Karel tasks using Reinforcement Learning
(RL) techniques. For the purposes of this project, we restrict the solution codes of the tasks to include only the
following basic actions blocks:
• move: This moves the AVATAR one grid-cell in the direction it is currently oriented in. If the AVATAR hits a
WALL or the outside boundary, then the AVATAR “crashes” and the program terminates.
• turnLeft: This orients the AVATAR in the direction left of its current orientation.
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Figure 2: Examples of generated tasks with their solution codes, (T1 , C1 ), (T2 , C2 ). C1 is the solution code of
task T1 and C2 is the solution code of task T2 .
• turnRight: This orients the AVATAR in the direction right of its current orientation.
• pickMarker: This removes a M ARKER from the current location (grid-cell) of the AVATAR, if present. If
no M ARKER is present, then the AVATAR receives an “error” and the program terminates.

2.2

Milestones

The following milestones serve as guidelines in achieving the project objective.
1. Generating data: We begin by generating data in the form of the visual tasks, for which solution codes
will be synthesized. Generate 10, 000 tasks and split them into training (70%), validation (15%), and
test (15%) sets. The size of a grid is 6 × 6. We further simplify the task generation process by following
the steps below for each task:
Pre-grid generation steps:
• First, randomly sample the location of WALL cells in the Pre-grid. Restrict the number of WALL cells
to 5.
• Next, randomly sample the initial position of the AVATAR on the Pre-grid which includes its location
and orientation. Sample the initial location from cells not containing WALL. The orientation must
be sampled from the set {N ORTH, E AST, S OUTH, W EST}.
• Finally, randomly sample the locations of M ARKER on the Pre-grid from cells not containing WALL.
Restrict the number of M ARKER cells to 3.
Post-grid generation steps:
• Begin by initially setting the Post-grid to be exactly the same as the Pre-grid.
• Sample x ∈ {1, 2}. Next, randomly remove x number of M ARKER from the Post-grid. This is the
final Post-grid.
T1 and T2 in Fig.2 are two examples of visual tasks generated using the above process. In the milestones
below, you will train an RL agent who can synthesize solution codes for these tasks (see C1 and C2 in
Fig.2).
2. Setting up the RL environment: We consider an episodic RL setting where each episode corresponds
to one of the tasks. An episode for the RL agent begins by sampling a task (comprising of Pre-grid and
Post-grid) from the generated data. Within an episode, at any given time step τ , we refer to the current
configuration of the AVATAR’s grid as Curr-grid; at the beginning of the episode, Curr-grid := Pre-grid.
The environment’s state sτ at time step τ is given by the tuple (Curr-grid, Post-grid). The agent takes
an action aτ from the action-set {move, turnLeft, turnRight, pickMarker}. The episode continues
with actions being taken by the agent at every time step τ , and modifying the Curr-grid. The episode
ends when either the Curr-grid is the same as the Post-grid, or the program terminates (i.e., the AVATAR
“crashes” or receives an “error”) , or the number of time steps τ reaches 100. The agent is assigned a
reward rτ of +1 when the Curr-grid becomes the Post-grid, −2 if the program terminates, and −0.01 at
every other time step.
3. Implementing the RL algorithm: To train the RL agent to synthesize the solution codes of Karel tasks,
employ any policy gradient RL algorithm. Note that the RL agent is learning one policy that solves
the entire family of simple Karel tasks described earlier. You can use the validation set to fine tune the
hyperparameters of the implementation.
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4. Evaluating the trained agent: Evaluate the performance of the trained agent on the test set. You can
report the following two performance measures as an average across tasks in the test set: (i) the total reward of the agent in an episode and (ii) whether the agent solved the task in an episode (i.e., 1 or 0 binary
measure of success). Additionally, check these performance measures separately of two task variants:
(i) tasks whose Post-grid has only 1 M ARKER cell and (ii) tasks whose Post-grid has 2 M ARKER cells.

2.3

Additional Details

Next, we provide additional details in a Q/A style format. These details are based on the points raised by
students working on this project in the past.
1. Q: What does “Program Termination” refer to and when is a negative reward of −2 awarded to the agent?
A: “Program Termination” refers to abrupt termination of the Karel code due to either of the two cases:
(i) Karel AVATAR “crashes” after hitting a WALL or grid boundary; (ii) Karel AVATAR attempts to pick a
M ARKER from a grid cell where no M ARKER is available. A negative reward of −2 is only awarded in case
of such abrupt program terminations.
2. Q: What happens if the Karel AVATAR hits the boundaries of the task grid?
A: The Karel AVATAR “crashes” and the program terminates if it hits the boundaries of the task grid.
3. Q: Can there be more than one M ARKER in a grid-cell?
A: For the simplified Karel tasks considered in the project, each grid-cell can have at most one M ARKER
only.
4. Q: Some generated grids are unsolvable since the AVATAR is trapped by WALL cells and is thus unable to
reach the to-be-picked M ARKER. Should we remove such grids from our dataset or is this scenario part of the
task-set that the agent should learn?
A: For simplicity, we can keep such tasks in the datasets. With the current generation process, the
proportion of these tasks should be small. As pointed out in the question, the agent will not be able to
solve such tasks.
5. Q: What if the agent is not learning anything?
A: If you don’t see any performance improvement, you can try to simplify the setting, e.g., by considering
the tasks where only one M ARKER needs to be picked. You can continue to make such simplifications
until you see some learning. Also see responses to some of the questions below.
6. Q: Can we change the reward structure?
A: For training, by default, you can use the reward function we suggested in the PDF. If the agent is not
learning anything, you can also experiment with different reward functions during training (e.g., by
creating intermediate rewards).
7. Q: Can we speed up the learning by pre-training the policy using an imitation learning method?
A: Imitation learning is a popular technique to pre-train the policy using existing data (see Section 3.3.2
“Bootstrapping from data when available” in [7]). If your agent is unable to learn or the learning progress
is very slow, you can use such a technique. To pre-train your policy using imitation learning, you will
need ground-truth trajectories (a sequence of actions that solve the task). For the tasks in your project,
these ground-truth trajectories can be computed using path-planning (shortest path) techniques.
8. Q: Is it okay to just go through the generated Karel tasks in a defined order or is it important that each
episode one of these tasks is randomly sampled (which could result in never used tasks and tasks used more
than once)?
A: By default, we recommend using random sampling. You can experiment with other sampling
techniques, e.g., using a specific curriculum strategy.
9. Q: It is said that the agent is trained with 7, 000 Karel tasks, and each episode is 100 steps long (maximum),
does this mean that we should train the agent with exactly these numbers?
A: The number of episodes can be decided independent of #unique tasks in the training set. The number
of episodes could be much larger than 7, 000. By default, you could decide the number of episodes based
on the learning curve (performance on training or validation set). If you do random sampling of a task
per episode, some tasks will be repeated multiple times.
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10. Q: Which RL method should I use?
A: By default, we suggest using one of the policy gradient methods. If you wish, you can also experiment
with other methods such as DQN.
11. Q: How to use the validation set in the training progress?
A: You can use the validation set to fine tune the hyperparameters of the implementation. This could
include learning rate, architecture of the policy network, and for early stopping (i.e., deciding the number
of training episodes).
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